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High electrical conductivity in ethylene/1-octene copolymers (EOCs) was achieved by sticking CNTs onto
the gelated EOCs pellet surface and the subsequent hot pressing. The electrical conductivity (s) was
observed to be dependent on the pressing temperature and the CNT loading. Variable range hopping
(VRH) mechanistic study revealed a 3-d electron transport mechanism. Both unique positive and
negative magnetoresistance (MR) phenomena were observed in these polymer nanocomposites (PNCs)
and theoretically analyzed by two different models (wave-function shrinkage model for positive GMR vs.
forward interference model for negative GMR). Other properties were tested and analyzed as well. Neat
EOCs and their nanocomposites exhibited both Newtonian and shear thinning behaviors under melting
state. Less internal chain-chain friction heat was generated than that of neat EOCs after applying the
same oscillation frequencies. The increased thermal stability of EOC nanocomposites was observed with
increasing the CNTs loading. An increased thermal conductivity (l) was observed arising from the formed
CNTs network.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) attract increasing interests and
demonstrate strikingly favorable performances arising from unique
physicochemical properties including economical processability
and low density of polymers, and functional merits of nanoﬁllers
including excellent mechanical strength and tunable magnetic,
electric, optical and dielectric properties [1e4]. Among nanocomposites, the conductive or semiconductive PNCs have captured
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growing interests arising from the introduced unique properties
and potential usages including energy storing units [5e7], sensing
devices [8e10], kinesiology [11e13], ﬁre retardants [14e16], microwave absorbers [17e19], and aerospace vehicles [20]. Ordinarily,
conductive PNCs can be made by using conductive nanoﬁllers into
insulative polymer. Among these reported conducting nanoﬁllers,
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are highly ﬂexible [21,22], light-weight
[23], and posses large aspect ratio (typically ca. 300e1000) [24],
much higher tensile modulus (640 GPae1 TPa for single-walled
CNTs (SWCNTs)) [25,26], and outstanding electrical and thermal
conductivity. Since the ﬁrst report by Iijima in 1991 [27], and the
ﬁrst report of using CNTs as ﬁllers by Ajayan in 1994 [5], CNTs have
substituted or complemented conventional nanoﬁllers for preparing multifunctional PNCs [28,29]. The structural parameters can
inﬂuence the properties of the CNTs such as the electronic properties with the existing either metallic or semiconducting and
affect their applications. For example, CNTs can even serve as ﬂame
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retardant. The interconnecting MWCNTs signiﬁcantly enhanced the
thermal stability and reduced the heat release rate of polypropylene (PP) [30]. However, the surface inertness and large
aspect ratio challenge their dispersion; therefore, a high loading
was needed to form a conductive network [31]. For example, no
percolation behavior was observed in the in-situ polymerized PP
PNCs even at ~3.5 wt% CNTs loading [32]. To enhance the conductivity, aligned CNTs were explored with a narrow diameter distribution and a given length by varying the production parameters
[33]. Furthermore, different functional groups have been introduced to make them interracially compatible with polymer [34].
For instance, Barrau et al. [35] treated MWCNTs with palmitic acid
and the resulted epoxy PNCs showed enhanced electrical conductivity (s) with improved dispersion of CNTs. However, these
treatments could decrease the s of pure CNTs with damaged
crystalline structure [36] and changed interfacial adhesion [37]. For
example, Gojny et al. [38] reported a higher percolation threshold
in the amino-functionalized CNTs than that in the pristine CNTs.
Block copolymers are produced by linking two or more chemically distinct polymer blocks [39]. In the solid and rubbery states,
copolymers have been used as thermoplastic elastomers offering
combined characteristics of rubber and plastic [40]. Copolymers of
ethylene with a-oleﬁns are now commercially available for wide
applications [41]. Ethylene/1-octene copolymers (EOCs) are the
most important copolymers and can be used as good toughening
modiﬁer for PP [42,43], polycarbonate (PC) [44] and high density
polyethylene (HDPE) [45] because of their good thermal stability,
weather resistance, excellent toughness, and ageing resistance.
Giant magnetoresistance (a resistance change larger than at least
1.0% upon applying an external magnetic ﬁeld) has been observed
in multilayered metallic structures, carbon species, conductive
polymers and their nanocomposites, and conductive epoxy nanocomposites with hybrid carbon nanoﬁbers and nanomagnetite
[46e50]. However, the EOCs as the hosting polymer matrix for
conductive PNCs have been rarely studied. The GMR and electron
transport in the copolymer PNCs have been rarely reported either.
In the current study, EOCs with different CNTs loading levels
were prepared by a surface coating method. The EOCs pellets were
swelled to allow CNTs to stick on their surface. The preparation
procedure was extremely mild, easy to control and repeat. Then the
dried EOCs pellets coated with CNTs were pressed at different
temperatures to get the PNCs ﬁnal ﬁnishing. The morphology was
investigated by SEM. The rheological behaviors of the nanocomposites at melt state were investigated including storage and
loss moduli, steady state viscosity, and loss factor. The PNCs were
studied by the XRD, DSC, and TGA. The effects of CNTs loading level
and processing temperature on the electrical conductivity, optical
property, and thermal conductivity were investigated. The roomtemperature resistance variation as a function of magnetic ﬁeld
(M-R) was recorded. The electron transport mechanism was
investigated by the variable range hopping approach. Both positive
and negative magnetoresistance were analyzed by using wavefunction shrinkage model and forward interference model,
respectively.
2. Experiments
2.1. Materials
The ethylene/1-octene copolymers (EOCs) (Infuse 9500 Oleﬁn
Block Copolymer, Density: 0.878 g cm3, Mw: 82600 g mol1, Mw/
Mn: 2.3, Tm: 122  C, Tg: -45  C) used in this research was provided by
Dow Chemical Company. The carbon nanotubes (CNTs, SWeNT
SMW 200X) were supplied by SouthWest NanoTechnologies, Inc
with a reported average diameter of 10.4 nm and average length of

4.3 mm. Laboratory grade xylene with a reported density (r) of
0.87 g cm3 was purchased from Fisher Scientiﬁc and served as
solvent for the copolymers. No further treatment was made for all
the chemicals before usage.
2.2. EOC-based nanocomposites: preparation
The EOCs-nanocomposites with 0.7, 2.0, 3.6 and 6.8 wt% CNTs
loadings were prepared with a similar process as previously reported for PP nanocomposites [29]. In short, the EOCs powders
were dispersed ﬁrst in xylene and magnetically stirred at 50  C for
5 h until the polymer powders were fully swelled. When their
surface began to dissolve, the mixture was stirred for additional 5 h
after adding CNTs to the solution. Finally, EOCs pellets coated with
CNTs were obtained when extra xylene was vaporized. The ﬁnal
pellets were pressed into a round disk in a hot press for testing at
100, 120 and 160  C to study the effects of physical effects from the
processing temperature on the nanocomposites.
2.3. Characterizations
The rheological properties of the nanocomposites at melt state
were studied with shear rates varying from 0.01 to 10 s1 in a
rheometer (AR 2000ex, TA Instruments) equipped with an environmental test chamber with a steel parallel-plate (25 mm in
diameter) geometry to control the temperature at 170  C. Dynamic
rheological behaviors were also measured with frequency varying
from 0.1 to 100 rad s1 at a low strain of 1.0% (within the linear
viscoelastic range). The strain-storage modulus (G0 ) curve was used
to determine the linear viscoelastic range with the strain changing
from 0.1 to 100 and a constant frequency of 1 rad/s.
A Bruker AXS D8 Discover diffractometer was used to study the
crystalline structure of pure EOC and its composites. A thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Q-500, TA Instruments) was used to
evaluate the thermal stability at a 60 mL/min nitrogen and a
heating rate of 10  C/min. The evaluated temperature was adjusted
from 30 to 600  C. With a nitrogen ﬂow rate of 20 mL/min and a
heating rate of 10  C/min, further test was done in a differential
scanning calorimeter (DSC, TA Instruments Q2000). The temperature was changed from room temperature to 180  C to eliminate the
thermomechanical effect. The temperature was then lowered to
room temperature and reheated back to 180  C.
The thermal conductivity was measured by utilizing a direct
measuring device (LaserComp, FOX50), capable of testing samples
from 10 to 110  C. The measureable thermal conductivity range
was from 0.1 to 100 W m1 K1. The samples were prepared
following the requirements as designed by the ASTM C518. The
specimen with ﬂat parallel surfaces was placed between the top
plate (hot surface) conﬁgured to be at a higher temperature and the
bottom plate (cold surface) at lower temperature. Therefore, the
heat ﬂow went from the top to the bottom. The thickness of the
specimen was measured by the equipment. Each sample was
measured at an average temperature of 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, and 65  C,
respectively.
The morphology of the fracture surface was observed by a ﬁeld
emission scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-6700F).
The samples were prepared by breaking the hot-pressed nanocomposites ﬁlms in liquid nitrogen and coated with a thin gold
coating before testing.
The UVeviseNIR diffuse reﬂectance spectra (DRS) of the PNCs
were recorded by A JASCO spectrophotometer (Model V-670)
having a Jasco ISN-723 diffuse reﬂectance accessory. The samples
were prepared in the same way as that for the resistivity test.
The EOCs/CNTs samples were pressed to the round shape ﬁlm
(2.0 mm thick) with a diameter of 25 mm under a pressure of
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95 MPa in a hydraulic presser. The standard four probe method was
used to measure the electrical resistivity. Magnetoresistance (MR)
at 130 and 290 K was obtained by measuring the resistance as a
function of ﬁeld with a standard four-probe technique in a 9-T
Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS, Quantum Design).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Melt rheological behaviors
From processing and application aspects, the rheological
behavior of PNCs melts is very important since it reﬂects the
microstructure of materials, and the polymer-nanoﬁller interaction.
Fig. 1 presents the shear rate dependent viscosity of neat EOCs and
their nanocomposite melts processed at different temperatures.
Newtonian behavior was observed in all these samples together
with the shear thinning (power law) behaviors under melting state.
At a low shear rate, the alignment of CNTs was destroyed by
random thermal motion. Meanwhile, the entanglement rebuilding
of polymer chains can follow the speed of breaking the physical
cross-linking. Therefore, the viscosity of PNCs is constant at low
shear rates, and the region is called ﬁrst Newtonian region [51].
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However, the rebuilding rate becomes lower than that of breaking
the physical cross-links with further increasing the shear rate, and a
steady state alignment level is achieved. The viscosity would be
reduced with increasing the shear rate, i.e., the shear thinning
phenomenon was observed in the polymer melt. These curves
clearly demonstrate a Newtonian phenomenon in the low shear
rate region and a shear thinning phenomenon in the high shear rate
region [52]. A constant viscosity plateau was observed indicating
the Newtonian behavior of the neat EOCs and the viscosity began to
decrease drastically at a shear rate larger than 1 s1, Fig. 1. However,
compared with the melt of neat EOCs, the sharp reduction positions
of viscosity shift to lower shear rate for the PNCs (0.1 s1 for 6.8 wt%
CNTs, Fig. 1c) with increasing the CNTs loading level, indicating that
the nanotubes enhance the shear thinning behavior of the nanocomposites with different processing temperatures. At the same
shear rate, the viscosity is increased with increasing the CNTs
loading but is declined at 3.6 and 6.8 wt% CNTs. This phenomenon
can be clearly observed at higher shear rates and can be explained
by the following two aspects. One is from the added nanoﬁllers in
the entangled and conﬁned systems (h < Rg, h is the average halfgap between the particles; Rg is the polymeric gyration radius),
which result in an increased melt free volume [53,54]. Another

Fig. 1. Shear rate dependent viscosity of EOCs and EOCs/CNTs nanocomposites melts (measured at 170  C) with different CNTs loadings made at (a) 100, (b) 120 and (c) 140  C.
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reason is the nanoparticle dilution effect that provides constrained
release of entangled polymer chains [53]. Other composites are also
observed to show stronger thinning behavior. For example, Wang
et al. [55] reported that polyamide 6/poly(ethylene-1-octene) (POE)
blends displayed shear thinning behavior due to the diffusion of
copolymers with POE chains to the PA6 matrix.
The formed percolated systems can be perceived by studying
the thermomechanical properties of the EOCs/CNTs nanocomposites melts processed at 140  C as a function of frequency
[56e58]. Fig. 2a depicts the frequency dependent Gʹ for pure EOCs
and nanocomposites melts measured at 170  C. The observed fully
relaxed EOCs chains show a typical homopolymer-like terminal
behavior and disappear with increasing the CNTs loading. The
observed larger enhanced Gʹ with orders of magnitude in the low
frequency range indicates that the added CNTs restrained the
relaxation of polymer chains at large scale. Moreover, the Gʹ curve
of the PNCs with relatively higher CNTs contents (2.0 wt%) reaches a plateau in the low frequency range. This observed “plateau”
represents either a strong particle-polymer interaction or an
interconnected structure of ﬁllers [57]. However, the inﬂuence of
the CNTs content on the rheological behavior is relatively weak in
the high frequency range, demonstrating that the inﬂuence of the
CNTs on the short-range dynamics of the EOCs chains is not obvious

[28]. Similar Gʹʹ curve is observed (Fig. 2b). More attention should
be paid to the effects of CNTs loading on the tand (Fig. 2c). The tand
(the ratio of Gʹʹ to Gʹ) is used to evaluate the composite damping.
The tand is decreased with increasing the CNTs loading, exhibiting a
corresponding ﬂatter curve. It is the discordance between strain
and stress that causes the mechanical loss in the polymer when it is
subjected to an applied frequency dependent external force [59].
Meanwhile, the observed higher tand of neat EOCs than that of the
nanocomposites is due to the full relaxation of polymer chains. The
relaxation of the polymer chains and the relative motion are hardly
restrained by the existing CNTs. Therefore, the friction heat from
the internal chains is generated less after applying the same frequency than that of neat EOCs. In addition, the PNCs with higher
CNTs loadings (2.0 wt%) have lower tand value, indicating that a
strong CNTs-polymer interaction causes less friction heat loss in
PNCs than that of pure EOCs [60]. A broad peak is observed on the
tand curve and the peak position is shifted to a higher frequency.
Both are due to the dissipation of energy and the relaxation of EOCs
chains.
3.2. Crystallinity
Fig. 3 shows the XRD patterns of pure EOCs and its PNCs. Both

Fig. 2. Angular frequency (u) dependent (a) Storage modulus (Gʹ), (b) loss modulus (G00 ), and (c) loss factor (tand) of neat EOCs and EOCs/CNTs nanocomposites melts (measured at
170  C) with different CNTs loadings processed at 140  C.
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3.3. Thermal stability and thermal behaviors

Fig. 3. XRD curves of EOCs processed at 100 and 140  C, and the2.0 wt% CNT nanocomposites made at 100 and 140  C.

Fig. 4 shows the thermal stability of neat EOCs and composites.
For all the samples, there is A sharp weight loss was observed in the
temperature range from 380 to 510  C for all the samples, consistent with the observation in Ketloy's study [65]. Compared with
that of pure EOCs, the temperatures of the onset degradation (Ton)
and 10% mass loss (T10%) are observed to slightly increase with
increasing the CNTs loading except the nanocomposites with 6.8 wt
% CNTs, Table 1, showing the stabilization of EOCs by the introduced
CNTs. However, when the CNTs loading reaches 6.8 wt%, the Ton and
T10% decrease arising from high thermal conductivity of CNTs that
can transfer heat to the inner part of polymer more quickly. With a
careful study of the DTG curves, two peaks in the range from 425 to
500  C for the PNCs are observed after introducing CNTs, Fig. 4b,
which are due to the strong interfacial interaction between the
particle and polymer [66]. However, the interfacial interaction is
destroyed more quickly in the nanocomposites with increasing the
CNTs content; therefore, the 6.7 wt% CNTs PNCs show one peak.
Although lots of nanomaterials such as nanoclays [67] and silica
nanoparticles [68] were used to enhance the thermal stability, only
small increase (typically less than 50  C) was achieved. This thermal
stability of the PNCs in N2 synthesized by surface coating approach
may supply some guidance to the rational design of thermally

mainly exhibit a strong reﬂection peak followed by a weaker peak,
ascribing to the typical orthorhombic unit structure of the (110) and
(200) reﬂection planes [61,62]. It is worth noting that the peak
minimum positions of the (110) and (200) are detected at 20.8 and
23.1 for pure EOCs processed at 140  C, which shift to lower angles
compared with that of EOCs processed at 100  C. It can also be
observed from that of 2.0 wt% nanotube PNCs pressed at 100 and
140  C. The CNTs affect the crystallite of EOCs. For the crystalline
materials, Bragg formula is used to calculate the lattice d-spacing,
Equation (1) [63],
nl ¼ 2d ∙ sin q

(1)

where n is chosen as 1 and l is the X-ray wavelength (l ¼ 1.5406 Å)
and q is the diffraction angle. When the q becomes smaller, the dspacing will become larger, implying that the increased processing
temperature results in an increased effect of the side chains on the
crystal phase. But the peak positions of nanocomposites with 2.0 wt
% pressed at 140  C are shifted to higher angles than that of pure
EOCs processed at the same temperature. It appears that the CNTs
can prohibit the release of copolymer side-chains in the matrix.
Moreover, with a higher processing temperature and the introduction of CNTs, the PNCs with 2.0 wt% CNT loading processed at
140  C have the highest intensity of these two peaks, arising from
the crystalline phase and the large decrease of the half-width of
amorphous halo [62].
The Scherrer Equation was used to calculate the average crystallite size, Equation (2) [64],

L¼

kl
b cos q

(2)

where L is the average crystallite size, k is the shape factor, b is the
full width at half maximum, and q is the angle at maximum intensity. The k value depends on the Miller index of reﬂection plane,
the shape of crystal (normally 0.89 if the shape is unknown) and
other factors. Here, the 2q ¼ 21.2 peak of the 2.0 wt% CNTs PNCs is
used to calculate and it is about 24.05 nm.

Fig. 4. a) TGA and b) DTG curve of copolymer and nanocomposites with a nanotube
content of 0.7, 2.0, 3.6 and 6.8 wt%, and pure CNTs.
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Table 1
TGA data of pure copolymer and PNCs.

Table 2
Major parameters from DSC for pure copolymer and its nanocomposites.

CNT loading (wt%)

Neat copolymer

0.7 wt%

2.0 wt%

3.6 wt%

6.8 wt%

CNTs loading (wt%)

Tc ( C)

DHc (J g1)

Tm ( C)

DHm (J g1)

Fc (%)

Ton [ C]
T10% [ C]

405
444

415
444

427
447

429
448

405
432

Pure copolymer
0.7 wt% CNTs
2.0 wt% CNTs
3.6 wt% CNTs
6.8 wt% CNTs

99.06
98.35
95.59
94.89
94.86

43.33
36.04
35.93
35.76
34.72

122.04
122.04
124.59
124.98
123.05

48.19
40.06
39.11
35.85
30.02

16.71
13.99
13.84
12.89
11.17

stable composites.
The comonomer was introduced as short side chain branches
and inﬂuence the microstructure, crystallization, and ﬁnal shapes
of the ﬁnal copolymers. Their crystallization and melting behaviors
are complicated as revealed by several melting endotherms in the
DSC results. Fig. 5 shows the DSC curves of pure EOCs and composites. The exact crystalline peak temperature, Tc; enthalpy of the
crystallization, DHc ; melting peak temperature, Tm; enthalpy of the
fusion, DHm ; and crystalline fraction, Fc, are summarized in Table 2.
The DHc and DHm fusion are obtained by directly integrating from
the DSC graphs. The ﬁrst cooling and second heating processes are
carried out to study the crystalline behavior and thermal history
effect on the performances of the composites. The pristine EOCs
exhibited a Tc of 99.06  C and a Tm of 122.04  C. The introduction of
a-oleﬁns to the polyethylene chain led to a decreased regularity in
the chain structure and resulted in a lower crystallinity, density,
and crystallizing and melting points [69e71]. Therefore, such copolymers have properties that differ from the homopolyethylene.
Moreover, for the ﬁrst cooling process, an increased CNTs content is
observed to result in a shift of Tc to lower temperatures, since the
nanoﬁllers restrained the movement of polymer chains. However,
the Tc of HDPE/Fe@FeO core-shell system [72] is similar to that of
neat HDPE, revealing that the introduced nanoparticles did not
change the original crystal structure of the matrix. For the second
heating process, the Tm of PNCs is observed to be almost the same as
that of pure EOCs, indicating that introduced CNTs by surface
coating method did not change the original crystal structure of the
hosting polymer. However, the DHm of pure EOCs was decreased
from 48.19 to 40.06 J/g when 0.7 wt% CNTs were introduced in
EOCs; and decreased to 30.02 J/g further in the composites with
6.8 wt%. The Fc of pure EOCs and nanocomposites can be calculated
from Equation (3) [73],

Fc ¼

DHm
0  ð1  xÞ
DHm

enthalpy for a theoretical orthorhombic polyethylene 288.4 (J/g)
[74] and x is the CNTs loading. From the results summarized in
Table 2, the Fc is observed to be decreased slightly (2e3%) after the
CNTs were introduced into the hosting EOCs. The lower Fc of these
PNCs is attributed to the CNTs that destroy the continuous EOCs
chains. As a result, more grain boundaries and defects were introduced in the EOCs and suppressed the crystallinity.
3.4. Thermal conductivity (l)
The l indicates the ability of a material for heat transfer [75].
Thermally conductive polymer nanocomposites provide alternatives to replace metal parts in various applications that require high
heat dissipation, low thermal expansion, such as generators, heat
exchangers and power electronics, etc. [76e78] At present, the
most efﬁcient way to improve the l of polymers is focused on
selectively adding thermally conductive ﬁllers. The CNTs seems
promising nanoﬁllers, coupling with high l and light weight
[79,80]. The normal principle of the FOX heat ﬂow meter instruments is based on 1-D equation for Fourier-Biot law, Equation
(4) [75],
Q ¼ -l (dT/dx)

(4)

where Q is heat ﬂux (W/m2) ﬂowing through the sample; l is the
thermal conductivity (W/mK) of the sample; dT/dx is the temperature gradient (K/m) on the isotherm ﬂat surface in the sample. The
thermal resistance (R, m2 K W1) of the ﬂat samples equals to its
thickness (Dx, m) divided by its l as shown in Equation (5):
R ¼ Dx/l

(5)

(3)

0 is the
where DHm is the enthalpy of the samples (J/g), and DHm

Fig. 6 shows the temperature dependent l and R curves of neat
EOCs and composites. The PNCs with 3.6 wt% CNTs pressed at 120
and 140  C exhibited higher l than that of pure EOCs. Meanwhile,
the composites with 3.6 wt% CNTs pressed at 140  C demonstrated
higher l than that of nanocomposites pressed at 120  C, arising
from different CNTs network structures formed at different temperatures. Hence, the PNCs with 3.6 wt% CNTs processed at 140  C
showed the lowest R than that of others, Fig. 6b. However, the l
values of composites with 0.7 wt% CNTs pressed at 100 and 140  C
are relatively lower than that of pure polymer matrix. Moisala et al.
also reported that the SWNTs composites exhibited an initially
decreased l below that of neat polymer in the composites with a
nanotube loading of within 0e0.5 wt% [81]. For the relative low
CNTs loading, the main critical issue is that the interfacial R caused
by the phonons mismatch at the CNTs-polymer interface leads to a
high interface R, resulting in serious scattering of the phonons at
the interface and a large reduction of thermal transport [82].
Therefore, the well formed CNTs network can enhance the l.
3.5. Electronic property of EOCs/CNTs nanocomposites

Fig. 5. DSC curves of copolymer and nanocomposites with a CNTs content of 0.7, 2.0,
3.6 and 6.8 wt%.

The electronic property is one important property of a material
for the applications including thin ﬁlm transistor [83], solar cell
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Fig. 6. a) Thermal conductivity and b) thermal resistance of EOCs processed at 140  C, and 0.7 wt% CNTs nanocomposites made at 100 and 140  C, 3.6 wt% CNTs nanocomposites
made at 120 and 140  C.

[84], and chemical/biochemical sensor [85]. The optical property of
pure CNTs and the nanocomposites was investigated by the UVevis
spectra. The band gap (Eg) value of a sphere was calculated from a
photon-energy (hy) dependent ahy obtained from the diffuse
reﬂectance UVeVis spectra by using Equation (6) (Tauc's plot [86]),



ahy ¼ hy  Eg

n

(6)

where a,h andy are the coefﬁcient of the absorbance, Planck's
constant and photon frequency. The Tauc plot was obtained by
converting from the diffuse reﬂectance UVevis spectrum. The
parameter n is a pure number related to the transition types of
electrons (n ¼ 0.5, and ¼ 2 for the allowed direct, and indirect
transitions, respectively) [87,88]. For CNTs, the reported n was ~2
[89] and the Eg was calculated by extrapolating from the energy axis
in the linear part of the curve. The calculated Eg of pure CNTs was
~1.50 eV, Fig. 7a, comparable to the 1.543 eV reported for the
transition above the second pair of van Hove singularity and lower
than the Fermi level of carbon nanotubes with an index of (9,8)
[90].
The 6.8 wt% PNCs processed at 100  C show a much lower band
gap of 0.86 eV, Fig. 7c, suitable for using as semiconductors [91].
This phenomenon can be interpreted from the point of electron
quantum states. According to the Pauli exclusion principle, the
electrons can be classiﬁed into state zero or state one [92]. The s
takes place arising from the existing electrons in the delocalized
states. An orbital must be partly ﬁlled with electrons; otherwise,
with a full ﬁlling, the orbital is inert to block the transport of other
electrons. Appropriately partly ﬁlled states and the delocalization
state, arising from the formed network of CNTs, led to a lower Eg.
Moreover, with the same loading of CNTs (Fig. 7d&e, c&f), the Eg of
the nanocomposites is dependent on the pressing temperature. The
Eg variance is possibly due to the hot-press induced strain of CNTs.
The strain effect on the Eg of CNTs is complex since the CNTs strain
could play a positive or negative role in the electron transportation.
The strain can lead to the insulating-conduction transition of SWNT
arising from the varied quantum number [93,94]. However, uniaxial strain in graphene causes the red shift of 2D and G band,
arising from the elongation of CeC bonds [95]. For the EOCs/CNTs

system, the Eg is reduced at a higher CNT content (Fig. 7b,d&f). The
changing trend of Eg corresponds to the s value in the PNCs; i.e., the
nanocomposites with higher s showed a reduced Eg.
3.6. Electrical conductivity (s) of EOCs/CNTs nanocomposites
Fig. 8 shows the s variation of the nanocomposites at different
CNTs loadings with different processing temperatures. The s is
increased with increasing the CNTs content, and the 6.8 wt% CNTs
nanocomposites pressed at 100  C show the highest s of 0.015 S/cm,
three orders of magnitude larger than that of the PP nanocomposites
even with 5 wt% CNT loading [96]. The higher s was ascribed to the
formed conductive CNT network. At 100  C, the EOCs pellets coated
with CNTs just start to melt. The pellets would only change the shape
without destroying the CNT coating during the hot press, and the
CNTs would be pressed together, Scheme 1(a). At 120  C, the pellets
were under melting state, and the CNTs layer on the surface was
easier to be broken and moved to the matrix, Scheme 1(b). Therefore,
some parts of the CNTs network were destroyed. However, at 140  C,
the PNCs were totally molten, and more CNTs were released from the
layer and diffused into the polymer matrix. The network still existed,
but the density of network was lower than that at 100  C, Scheme
1(c). These can well explain the lower s in the 6.8 wt% CNTs PNCs
processed at 140  C than that processed at 100  C, and higher s than
that processed at 120  C. This can be veriﬁed by the morphological
study, Fig. 9. For the 2.0 wt% CNT nanocomposites prepared at 100  C,
the pellets were observed with surface deformed and coated with
CNTs, Fig. 9a. The network structure is observed with 2.0 wt% CNTs in
PNCs pressed at 100  C, indicating a low percolation concentration
for the PNCs [97]. The CNTs are observed to agglomerate to form
network structures, Fig. 9bec, thereby leading to a sharp increase in
the s. However, for the nanocomposites made at 120  C, the CNTs
coating wss separated by EOCs since the matrix began to melt,
Fig. 9c. The conducting paths were arisen from the CNTs. At
increased temperatures (for example, 120 and 140  C), since the
diffusion of the CNTs to the EOCs matrix caused the dispersion of the
CNTs, and limited CNTs can form conductive path, Fig. 9ced [98].
However, the network density rises since more nanotubes involve in
the formation of conductive network, when the PNCs were prepared
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Fig. 7. UVevis absorbance spectrum (converted from diffuse reﬂectance spectrum data) of: a) nanotubes; Nanocomposites made at 120  C with b) 2.0, d) 3.6 and f) 6.8 wt% CNTs
loadings; c) nanocomposites made at 100  C with 6.8 wt% CNTs loadings; e) nanocomposites made at 140  C with 3.6 wt% CNTs content. The insets depict the Figure to obtain the
bandgap for a direct bandgap transition for a-f, respectively.

at low temperature (100  C), leading to a higher s [98].
3.7. Temperature dependent resistivity e electrical conductivity
mechanism
Fig. 10a shows the temperature dependent resistivity for the
nanocomposites with 2.6 and 3.0 wt% CNTs made at 120 and 140  C.

For all the samples, the resistivity is decreased with the increase of
the temperature, indicating a semiconducting behavior within the
measured 45e220 K region [99]. The PNCs obey the following resistivity changing trend: 2.0 wt% CNTs@120  C > 2.0 wt%
CNTs@140  C > 3.6 wt% CNTs@120  C > 3.6 wt% CNTs@140  C. The
resistivity is observed to follow the variable range hopping (VRH)
theory, which depends on the network structure in the polymer
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3.8. Magnetoresistance (MR)
Fig. 11 shows the magnetoresistance (MR) of 2.6 wt% nanotubes
reinforced nanocomposites made at 120  C, and 3.0 wt% nanotubes
PNCs pressed at 140  C. The MR is calculated using Equation (8)
[102],

MR% ¼

Fig. 8. CNTs loading dependent electrical conductivity of nanocomposites for the
samples made at 100, 120 and 140  C.

RðH; TÞ  Rð0; TÞ
 100
Rð0Þ

(8)

where R (0, T) and R (H, T) are the resistance with zero ﬁeld and
under a magnetic ﬁeld H. The MR results show different ﬁeld
dependent behaviors and can be classiﬁed to two groups. The ﬁrst
is the relatively large positive MR measured at 290 K (red curves),
the other is negative MR from PNCs measured at 130 K (black
curves). The positive MR is due to the shrinkage in the overlap of
wave function of the electrons after applying a ﬁeld and thus a
decreased average hopping length [103]. The wave function
shrinkage model is normally used to depict the positive magnetoresistance and the R(H,T)/R(0,T) ratio can be expressed as Equation
(9) [104],

RðH; TÞ=Rð0; TÞ ¼ expfxC ð0Þ½xC ðHÞ=xð0Þ  1g



T0
T

1=ðnþ1Þ #
(7)

where the constant T0 (K) is the characteristic Mott temperature
associated with the electronic wave function localization degree, s0
is the conductivity at inﬁnite low temperature, T is the Kelvin
temperature, and n can be 1, 2 and 3, standing for one-, two-, and
three-dimensional systems, respectively. Fig. 10b shows the best
linear ﬁts of ln(s) ~ T 1=ðnþ1Þ for PNCs (Fig. 10a) with n ¼ 3 in
45e220 K range. This indicates a 3-d electron transport mechanism. This means that the PNC systems with 2.6 and 3.0 wt%
nanotubes respectively made at 120 and 140  C are disordered in
the 3-d VRH regime. The T0 and s0 values can be calculated from the
intercept, and slope of the plot ln(s) ~ T 1=ðnþ1Þ , and Table 3 shows
the summarized results. The T0 value of the composites obeys the
following order: 2.0 wt% CNTs@120  C > 2.0 wt%
CNTs@140  C > 3.6 wt% CNTs@120  C > 3.6 wt% CNTs@140  C,
which is consistent with the measured resistivity values. The s0
rises with the decrease of the processing temperature within a
certain CNT loading. In general, a larger T0 indicates a stronger
localization of the charge carriers in the system and thus represents
a lower s [101]. Therefore, these results also prove that although
the nanoﬁllers have free movement in the matrix at higher temperature, the network is still formed with lower density of CNTs.

where xC ð0Þ ¼ ðT0 =TÞ1=4 for the 3 dimensional Mott VRH transport;xC ðHÞ=xC ð0Þ is H/PC dependent normalized hopping probability
parameter for the Mott VRH charge transport mechanism; H is the
ﬁeld (Tesla, 1 T ¼ 104 Oe, T ¼ kg C1 s1); The ﬁtting parameter PC,
the normalizing ﬁeld to be extracted from the MR ratios, is calculated by Equation (10) for the Mott VRH transportation [104,105],

i
.h
PC ¼ 6Z ea20 ðT0 =TÞ1=4

(10)

where e is electron charge (1.6021765  1019), Z is the reduced
Planck's constant, and Z ¼ h/2p, h is the Planck's constant. With low
ﬁeld limit especially considering the non-magnetic materials,
Equation (10) is simpliﬁed to Equation (11),

RðH; TÞ=Rð0; TÞz1 þ t2

 1
H2 T0 4
PC2 T

(11)

And MR is deﬁned as Equation (12),

 
 3
e2 a40 T0 4 2
RðH; TÞ  Rð0; TÞ
H2 T0 1=4
zt2 2
MR ¼
¼ t2
H
Rð0; TÞ
PC T
36Z2 T
=

"

s ¼ s0 exp 

(9)

=

matrix. The electron transport mechanism was exploited by the
temperature-s VRH relationship, Equation (7) [100],

(12)
where the numerical constant t2 ¼ 5/2016.
According to Equation (12), the localization length a0 can be
calculated by Equation (12) from T0, MR values, and H:

Scheme 1. The morphology of nanocomposites at different pressing temperatures (not scaled).
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Fig. 9. SEM graphs of nanocomposites with 2.0 wt% CNTs made at a) 100  C and nanocomposites with 6.8 wt% CNTs made at b) 100, c) 120 and d) 140  C.

Fig. 10. a) Temperature dependent resistivity, and b) ln(s) vs T 1=4 curves of CNTs nanocomposites.
Table 3
T0 and s0 for the EOCs/CNTs PNCs.

2.0
2.0
3.6
3.6

wt%
wt%
wt%
wt%

CNTs@120
CNTs@140
CNTs@120
CNTs@140



C

C

C

C

T0 (K)

s0  104 (S/cm)

2868.05
2138.57
2076.80
1087.84

2.75
17.36
80.61
216.43

  3
36Z2 MR T0  4 2
H
T
t2 e2
=

Samples

a40 ¼

(13)

The calculated a0 of EOCs/CNTs PNCs is listed in Table 4. The a0 is
observed to be decreased with the increase of the H; and the higher
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Fig. 11. Magnetoresistance of nanocomposites with a CNTs loading of a) 2.6 wt% processed at 120  C, and b) 3.0 wt% processed at 140  C. The MR was measured at 130 and 290 K.

Table 4
The a0 for EOCs/CNTs PNCs at different magnetic ﬁelds H.
Samples

Parameters

Magnetic ﬁeld (H, T)
1

4

9

2.0 wt% CNTs@120  C

a0 (nm)
Rhop (nm)
a0 (nm)
Rhop (nm)

55.62
36.99
39.49
20.61

35.83
23.83
23.06
12.03

29.79
19.81
18.71
9.76

3.6 wt% CNTs@140  C

MR accompanies with a smaller a0. The Rhop (average hopping
length) can be calculated from Equation (14) by T0, T and a0 [106],
1

=

Rhop ¼ ð3=8ÞðT0 =TÞ 4 a0

(14)

Table 4 summarizes the calculated Rhop, which is H dependent.
In a hopping system, the magnetoresistance comes from the charge
hopping conduction due to the wave function contraction of the
charge carriers and the following decreased Rhop [107]. Thus, the
Rhop is decreased with the increase of the H and the MR rises with
the increase of the H, indicating that the MR value is related to the
Rhop.
The negative magnetoresistance effect of these nanocomposites
can be interpreted by the orbital magnetoconductivity theory [47].
The interferences among these hopping paths were considered in
this theory. The conducting paths will include a series of scattering
for the tunneling electrons by the impurities that are located within
the cigar shape domain with a length of rh and a width of (rh a0)1/2
[108]. The negative MR decreases with the increase of the H. At
130 K, the MR of nanocomposites with 2.0 wt% CNTs prepared at
120  C and with 3.0 wt% CNTs made at 140  C are 0.16%
and 0.12%, respectively. The negative MR is also obtained in the
bulk samples of SWCNTs [109]. The lower measured temperature
causes a reduced resistance of CNTs network, causing a negative
magnetoresistance. This MR switching phenomenon with different
temperature demonstrated in these nanocomposites provides a
great opportunity to obtain MR with desired values.
4. Conclusions
Ethylene/1-octene copolymers (EOCs) nanocomposites with
different loading levels of CNTs were prepared by sticking the CNTs
on the gelated EOCs pellet surface. A strong CNTs-polymer interaction led to a less friction heat loss in the PNCs than pure EOCs. The

SEM observations showed that the CNTs were pressed tighter and a
network structure was formed and gave a higher electrical conductivity. Both XRD and DSC results revealed a constant crystalline
structure of EOCs during the synthesis of EOCs PNCs. The CNTs
played as heat transfer medium in the matrix, depending on the
CNTs loading level. All pure EOCs and the PNCs revealed both
Newtonian and shear thinning (power law) behaviors under
melting states. The observed rheological plateau in the low oscillation frequency region was duo to the formed network of CNTs in
the hosting EOCs matrix. Finally, the varying trend of Eg in these
nanocomposites corresponds to the s value of PNCs, the nanocomposites with higher s showed a lower Eg. Variable range hopping revealed a 3-d electron transport in the PNCs with 2.6 and
3.0 wt% nanotubes respectively made at 120 and 140  C. Both
positive and negative MR can be obtained by fabricating PNCs at
different temperatures, offering a promising approach to achieve
desired MR devices.
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